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Nomination Form for
Territorial Historic Sites
MANDATORY INFORMATION
What is the name of the site are you nominating?
Nataiinlaii or Eight Miles
Why are you nominating this site? Why is it important to the Northwest Territories?
Nataiinlaii is a place that illustrates an important part of the Teetå'it Gwich'in way of life and
tradition. It was the scene of several battles between the Teetå'it Gwich'in and the Siglit during
the early historic period. Over the years, the place developed into an important fishing village.
Its existence is closely related to the establishment of Fort McPherson and the presence of the
Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) in the area. Today, the village is ‘home’ to many Teetå'it
Gwich'in elders who have established cabins and fish houses there and continue to live their
traditional lifestyle. Nataiinlaii therefore remains a perfect and unique example of an enduring
tradition, which represents an important aspect of aboriginal life in the Northwest Territories.
Does the site have a story? If so, what is it?
Nataiinlaii as a Battle Site
Nataiinlaii, which translates as ‘water flowing out from all directions’, refers to an area located
eight miles (13 km) downriver from Fort McPherson. It includes the area around the ferry
crossing on the Peel River where a small village has grown, and a small creek located upriver
from the village (Kritsch et al. 2000: TGPN#260). In pre-contact times, Nataiinlaii was not
located within the traditional range of the Teetå'it Gwich'in. The area was part of a zone the
Gwich’in and Siglit avoided because of the potential for conflict between the two peoples when
they met:
Hostilities between the Peel River Kutchin and other Indian peoples are mentioned in
tradition, but the paramount enemy was the Mackenzie Eskimo. Peel River traditions of
warfare state or imply that there was a time when the two peoples were friendly and lived,
hunted, and traded together. Three different explanations are given in Kutchin tradition for
the rupture of these peaceful relations: (1) a contest of hunting magic between a Kutchin and
his Eskimo trading-partner; (2) the defrauding of an Eskimo in trade by a Kutchin; (3) the
ravishing of a Kutchin girl by an Eskimo. At least the first two of these traditions do imply a
more intimate relationship between the peoples than has existed in historic times, prior to the
recent period. Present Peel River and Mackenzie Eskimo tradition holds that in the
nineteenth century there was a wide “No Man’s Land” or neutral ground between the
undisputed territory of the Peel River Kutchin and that of the Eskimo. This comprised the
lowest fifty miles of the Peel drainage and the head of the Mackenzie Delta. Each people
occasionally raided far into the other’s country (Slobodin 1962:18).

Traditionally, the Siglit inhabited villages located along the Arctic coast and they mostly relied
on the sea for their subsistence. The Teetå'it Gwich'in occupied the upper Peel River area,
hunting in the Selwyn, Ogilvie and Richardson Mountains in the winter and fishing along the
Peel River and its tributaries in the summer. When John Bell was sent by the Hudson’s Bay
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Company (HBC) to explore the Peel River in 1839, he first met with the Teetå'it Gwich'in at Ok
chì’ (‘Eddy rock’)1, one of their traditional fishing camps located near the mouth of Trail River in
the Yukon Territory. Bell informed the Teetå'it Gwich'in about the intention of the HBC to
establish a trading post in the area, and their chief suggested that it be erected at Ok chì’. The
HBC, however, also wanted to develop commercial relationships with the Siglit and other
Gwich’in groups and decided to build the post lower on the Peel River. Peel River’s Post was
established near the present site of Fort McPherson in 1840. It was moved to its current location
just a few years later and was renamed in honour of Murdoch McPherson, chief trader for the
HBC (Slobodin 1962; see also Kritsch et al. 2000:TGPN#150).
The establishment of Fort McPherson within the buffer area between the Teetå'it Gwich'in and
the Siglit brought more interactions between the two groups, as traveling to Fort McPherson in
the summer was necessary for them to trade with the HBC. Relationships were often tense, and
conflicts arose on different occasions. Seven major fights on the lower Peel River were reported
by Europeans between 1840 and 1856 (Slobodin 1960:89). One of these, mentioned by Hooper,
occurred in the summer of 1844 or 1845 “several miles below Fort McPherson” (Hooper 1853, as
cited in Slobodin 1962:24). In fact, it seems that several battles between the two groups took
place around Nataiinlaii:
At that time the people [Teetå'it Gwich'in] didn’t get along with the Eskimos. The Eskimos
used to travel up the river and around the Delta. The people used to live further up the river.
They lived further up river and they used to always fight over Nataiinlaii (Sarah Simon, as
cited in Kritsch et al. 2000: TGPN#260).

Some of these battles are well remembered as part of the Teetå'it Gwich'in oral tradition. In the
summer, the Teetå'it Gwich'in used to camp up Nataiinlaii creek to avoid meeting with the Siglit
who travelled south on the Peel River from the coast. They hunted for muskrats and also used a
fishtrap to get whitefish, jackfish, pike and loche from the creek (ibid.). The Siglit sometimes
camped on a big sandbar located near the mouth of Nataiinlaii. Most stories – some of which
some are presented in the next pages – relate how the Teetå'it Gwich'in surprised and killed the
Siglit at their camp, leaving only a few alive so they could tell their people about what happened.
On some occasions, however, it was the Siglit who attacked the Teetå'it Gwich'in:
The Eskimo and the Gwich’in fought there [at Nataiinlaii]. They [the Eskimo] walked
around the foothills when it was dark and when they saw the light they attacked. They killed
a lot of people at that time [Annie Vaneltsi, as cited in Kritsch et al. 2000:TGPN#260].

In the early 1900s, William Husky built a cabin at the mouth of the creek, on the north side.
When he cleared and levelled an area to erect the structure, he discovered arrowheads (Kritsch et
al. 2000:TGPN#260). The last reported incident between the eastern Gwich’in and the Siglit
took place in 1856, when the latter killed four Gwich’in individuals. Since then, however,
relationships between the Teetå'it Gwich'in the Siglit gradually improved and until the end of
World War I both groups camped in Fort McPherson during the summer (Slobodin 1962:25).
The Teetå'it Gwich'in attribute the cessation of hostilities to the missionaries, although they
arrived in the region some years after the last conflict. Krech suggested that the growing
importance of the muskrat trade contributed to pacify relationships, as both Teetå'it Gwich'in and
1

Richard Slobodin (1962) recorded this historic meeting place as “Fish-Trap Head” which the elders from Fort
McPherson believe is the same as Ok chì’.
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Siglit moved to the Mackenzie Delta in the spring to take advantage of the abundance of
muskrats. He also noted that the decimation of the Gwich’in population by epidemic diseases
might have produced an imbalance of power, which contributed to put an end to the conflicts
between the two groups (Krech 1979:110-111).

Story about the Eneekaii (Siglit) and the Gwich’in Fighting at Nataiinlaii
By Eunice Mitchell∗
I’m going to tell a story of long ago. This story was told to me by my grandmother. My grandmother died
a long time ago. She told me many stories of what took place long ago. We thought more of spirituality, I
only lived by that and never really thought about old time stories.
A long time ago when the Eneekaii [Siglit] and Gwich’in people fought each other in wars, it was said that
it happened around Nataiinlaii. At that time the Eneekaii and the Gwich’in people didn’t get along with
each other. The Eneekaii would go up the river towards Fort McPherson looking for the Gwich’in people.
At that time it was said that our people stayed back through Nataiinlaii, because they expected the
Eneekaii. I know Nataiinlaii very well.
The Fort McPherson people stayed at a place far back among the lakes, along Nataiinlaii. They expected
the Eneekaii to come so they stayed at this place far out of reach of the Eneekaii. They hunted muskrats
for eating and they also had lots of meat which was prepared during the winter. They had lots of good
food to eat.
It was said that there was a wide sandbar at the mouth of Nataiinlaii in those days. The Gwich’in people
would send one of the men down the creek, to the river to check if the Eneekaii were coming. At that time
they were hunting for muskrats and after the muskrat hunt everyone was cooking muskrats.
Meanwhile they sent one man down the creek. He landed on the way, pulled his canoe up on to the shore
and hid it away in the bushes. He sat and watched for a while and saw two Eneekaii men paddling up the
creek. After they passed by he walked over the hill to the riverbank and looked out. From the hill looking
over the river he could see that there were many round houses on the sandbar and that there was a large
group of Eneekaii people there. They came to have war with the Gwich’in people.
After seeing this, he quickly walked back to the place where he had hidden his canoe. He quickly pulled
his canoe down to the creek and paddled back to tell the people what he had seen. He paddled up the creek
and landed at the Gwich’in camp.
At the Gwich’in camp there was man named Dzhiivah’inh’. In a previous war the Eneekaii killed his
pregnant wife. After killing her they removed the baby. Holding the baby up, they shouted,
“Dzhiivah’inh’, look at your baby!” All winter Dzhiivah’inh’ sat wrapped in a rabbit skin blanket
grieving.
When the man returned to the camp the people were still cooking muskrats. As soon as the man arrived at
the Gwich’in camp he went to Dzhiivah’inh’. Pointing an arrow at him, the man said, “Dzhiivah’inh’,
those that took your wife have landed down below.” Dzhiivah’inh’ said, “are you going to put an
arrowhead on the end of the arrow for me? You brought one with nothing on it.” The man put an
arrowhead on the arrow and shot towards Dzhiivah’inh’. Dzhiivah’inh’ jumped out of the way. The man
shot at him many times but Dzhiivah’inh’ continued to jump out of the way and he was never hit.
The people in the camp discovered what was happening and even though the muskrats were not fully
cooked they quickly ate and started down the creek. All the men left and the women stayed behind.

∗

This story was recorded as part of the Teetl’it Gwich’in Place Names Project in 2001.
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There was one more man left to be brought across and the boat floated away down the creek. They said
that there was a medicine man there that kept the boat from floating away. He commanded the boat to land
and it landed back on the shore and they brought the last man across.
The lookout man quickly paddled down as the other men walked along the creek in the bushes. The
lookout man landed at the place that he had landed before and once more hid his boat in the bushes. He sat
there in the bush, waiting. As the man paddled down he saw some bubbles on the water, he knew that this
was from others paddling down ahead of him. He saw two men paddling up toward him. He sat and
watched as they paddled by. As they passed he broke a small stick and put one stick down for each man
that passed. By doing this he knew how many men passed. He sat there until all the men paddled by him.
A short while later all the men came back down and passed by him again.
The Gwich’in men arrived a short distance from the Eneekaii camp and gathered there. On the shore there
was a large tree with large branches that spread out all the way down the tree. A large Eneekaii man stood
at one end of the tree making an arrow. As he worked on the arrow he looked around and watched for the
Gwich’in people. While this was going on Dzhiivah’inh’ and another man were talking. The man said, “I
will kill him.” Dzhiivah’inh’ said, “I will do it, leave him for me.” He crawled down along side the tree,
shot the Eneekaii man and killed him. Dzhiivah’inh’ then ran to the round houses ahead of the other men.
He said, “I want to do this first, you wait for me.” He ran down and went through two of the houses before
the others and killed everyone in these two houses. The rest of the Gwich’in men went through the camp
and killed all the Eneekaii in the camp. As all this was happening one of the Eneekaii men was checking
the fish net. A Gwich’in man ran towards him. As he ran towards the Eneekaii man he fell and turned to a
big animal. He jumped onto the boat and tipped it. This may have been the man that killed Dzhiivah’inh’s
wife. Dzhiivah’inh’ said, “I want to kill him.” Dzhiivah’inh’ went into the water and shoved him under
the water. The Eneekaii man pleaded, “leave me alone, leave me alone!” He continued shoving him under
the water eventually drowning him and the large Eneekaii man drifted down the river.
They killed all the Eneekaii in the camp but there were still the two men left. These were the men that
went up the creek to check for Gwich’in people earlier. As they paddled back down the creek they saw
that everyone was killed in their camp and they began to cry. The Gwich’in men let them go so they could
tell their people what had happened. They continued paddling down the river crying.
This is the story of what happened. Dzhiivah’inh’ always fought with Eneekaii because they killed his
wife. He was a very smart man. He killed many Eneekaii men with the help of other Gwich’in men.
In the early days the Eneekaii and Indians didn’t like each other. Today I have an Eneekaii son-in-law. My
grandchildren are half Gwich’in and half Eneekaii. Today we know about God and everyone gets along
with each other. A Minister came into this town and taught the people and the people also taught the
minister.
Another time everyone gathered in town and the Eneekaii also came. At that time there was almost a fight.
One of the Eneekaii was a troublemaker, he was so bad that they gave him a name. They named him
Naviigan. I can remember some of these stories and some I can’t remember. Some of the other elders
might remember these stories.
When the Eneekaii landed down below the Hudson Bay they set their tents below the bank on the sandbar.
It was said that there was almost another war between the Gwich’in and the Eneekaii. The ministers came
and taught our people about God and everything was peaceful and there were no more wars. Everyone got
along good and now we work together.
This is a story from long ago, the last war between the Eneekaii and the Gwich’in. This happened at my
place called Natainlaii. I have a place down from where my forefathers and the Eneekaii fought. Today
many people stay at Nataiinlaii. I haven’t lived there for a long time but I will go back there in the future.
This is a story from long ago about Dzhiivah’inh’. I don’t remember where they killed his wife but they
said that he was a very smart man. There is a street in Fort McPherson named Dzhiivah’inh’. This was
named after him. This is the end of this story.
4
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The War
By Lucy Vaneltsi∗
Many longs years ago, even before my time - I would say about one hundred years back - the Eskimos
were bad friends with these Indians.
Every spring, right after break-up, thousands of Eskimos would paddle their kayaks from the area of Tuk
all the way down to here (McPherson). They would start war. The Indians, of course, were always ready well... they had all winter to decide anyways. Some families even tried to hide way back in the bush but
the Eskimos always found them.
All these Indians lived back through this creek (now called Eight Mile Creek) and were all ready for these
Eskimos. Everyday people would look out for any sign of them but no sign yet. Finally, two young boys
decided to go hunting (besides they were running short of meat and fish to eat). As soon as they reached a
river, they paddled curiously down towards the Peel River and forgot all about going hunting. Soon they
found, on a big sandbar, was a big camp. They knew right away these were Eskimos. Quickly and quietly,
the two boys rushed back to their Indian camp where they brought the news. The news spread quickly
through the camp. Then all the people decided to make plans.
Late that night, while the Eskimos were all asleep, the Indians surrounded the large camp. A watchman
was killed first - then later all the Eskimos were killed (everyone was killed but two women and one man).
Back north they drifted again towards Aklavik watching and checking for more Eskimos. Finally someone
spotted-four kayaks coming down the same river with Eskimos joyfully singing songs. These Indians
knew they were happy because they must have killed some Indians along the way. Suddenly, the Eskimos
noticed no movement around their camp. So right there the Indians and Eskimos made a deal that they
would never have another war.

Eskimo War
By Christie Thompson
A long time ago the people used to live along the Peel River. The Eskimo people used to come up from
the coast and camp at Eight Mile Creek. They used to send two of their men up the river to check for
people and they always sang when they paddled their canoe up. Once the Peel River people were moving
up to Eight Mile Creek. It was the time in the summer when the sun was up all night. The people used to
go to sleep only towards morning. It was the Eskimo children who saw something coming up the river
around the point. They told their parents but these didn’t see anything and told the children not to be
afraid. When they all went to sleep an army of Peel River Indians landed just below their camp. They
were watching their camp from two tall trees and trying to find a way to attack the camp without giving
them any warning. Then they saw an Eskimo man coming towards and he stopped close to them. He was
killed before he could find out that his enemy was close. Then the Fort McPherson Indians attacked the
camp, killing all the people. While there were still in the camp two men [Eskimo] came down the river
and saw that the camp had been attacked. The Peel River Indians shouted to them that everyone was dead
and to tell their people about it when they go back to their home.

∗

The stories from Lucy Vaneltsi and Christie Thompson are part of the Committee for the Original Peoples
Entitlement (COPE) files), which are housed at the Gwich’in Language Centre in Fort McPherson.
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Nataiinlaii as a Fishing Village
Nataiinlaii is the location where the first Teetå'it Gwich'in family who spent most of the year
around Fort McPherson established their camp. This was during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century. During this period, several Teetå'it Gwich'in families spent the spring trapping for
marten in the upper Peel River area. They also made large moose skin boats that allowed them
to travel downriver to the post in the summer. These families usually spent a day or two at
Nataiinlaii on their way to Fort McPherson to celebrate and prepare for their arrival at the post:
By 1880, the sojourn at “Fish-Trap head” [Ok chì’] was only for rendezvous. Two days’ fair
travel saw the boats “out of the mountains” to where the valley of the Peel broadens to
almost fifteen miles. At “The Mouth of Flowing-Out,” [Nataiinlaii] 5 miles above the fort,
the boats pulled in. Here during the last quarter of the century lived a family, the first Peel
River Kutchin to spend most of the year on the lower Peel. Men of the party were sent ahead
to the trading post in birchbark canoes to obtain “tea and gunpowder.” There was a modest
celebration upon their return that evening. A day or two later, after painting their boats and
oars with red and blue mineral pigment, and donning their best clothing, the party proceeded
to Fort McPherson [Slobodin 1962:27-28].

Ardeacon Robert MacDonald, an Anglican missionary who resided in Fort McPherson between
1868 and 1904, entered many references in his journal about a man called Vikeitihthlya (see table
on page 7). Apparently, Vikeitihthlya fished and performed other chores for him between 1878
and 1895. He had a fish camp at Nataiinlaii.
During the last decades of the nineteenth century, an increasing number of people established
camps at Nataiinlaii. Slobodin, for instance, mentioned that the Teetå'it Gwich'in started to
spend more time around Fort McPherson in the 1870s, and that by the end of the nineteenth
century, “most Peel River families remained at or near Fort McPherson from three to five weeks
in the summer” (1962:28, emphasis added). Fort McPherson became the main summer gathering
location of the Teetå'it Gwich'in. The activities that were generally carried out at Ok chì’ (i.e.,
fishing, feasting, dancing and playing games) were transferred to the post, and trading and church
activities were added to the summer schedule. MacDonald’s journal contains several references
to people moving between Fort McPherson and Nataiinlaii in the 1890s (see table on page 8).
Apparently, quite a few people used to camp there during those years.
In the first part of the twentieth century, the fishing village at Nataiinlaii expanded towards Fort
McPherson, as cabins were built along the river, just south of the ferry crossing. Rachel Stewart
remembers that in the 1930s, many elders who were unable to travel on the land with their
families lived there. They remained at Nataiinlaii for most of the year, hunting, trapping and
fishing in the area. The elders visited Fort McPherson over Christmas and Easter, the times
when most people who were out on the land sojourned at the trading post (Interview for the Fort
McPherson National Historic Site Project, June 2001). Robert Alexie remembers staying at
Nataiinlaii with his grandfather old Nell in the 1940s:
I remember back in 42 or 43, we stayed there one summer, while my father was out at Tshii
Veenjik [Chii vee njik], at the head of Bell River with some miners. We stayed there about
two or three weeks with my grandfather old Nell. I remember old Nell, my grandmother and
old William Husky, they stayed there at their summer fish camp. Around the corner where
Eight Mile is now, that ferry, that’s where they had their fish camps them old peoples.
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Around the corner at the mouth they got their houses, log cabins. That’s where they stayed
all winter too [Kritsch et al. 2000:TGPN#260].

The elders interviewed during the Teetå'it Gwich'in Place Names Project 1996 mentioned the
names of several peoples who stayed on both sides of Nataiinlaii creek over the years. They
either had cabins or tents set up in the area and some also had a warehouse in proximity. Old
Nell built a ninkahn (sod mud house) at Nataiinlaii in the early 1940s. Its location was recorded
by the GSCI in 1996 (Kritsch et al. 2000:TGPN#260). The area standing on the north bank of
Nataiinlaii creek was also identified as an archaeological site by Morrison in 1983 (site MhTu2). He recorded four cabin foundations and identified the place as a fish camp on the basis of the
faunal evidence. More testing was carried out at this location in the summers of 2000 and 2002
(Fafard 2001, 2003). All the artefacts encountered were Euro-Canadian items.
Some of MacDonald’s Journal Entries about Vikeitihthlya
24/7/78 Vikeitihthya [corrr. Vikeitihthlya] brought 17 white fish, one sucker and 3 small inconnus.
Vitrekwati brought me 60 herring from Vitrekwa ; for which I paid 4 plugs tobacco and 1 MB
bill ; he also brought me 48 herring from Vitshik. Rain continued falling this morning till 10
o’clock. Swelled a little of the ground about the house. There remains a good deal to be done.
16/9/79

I paid Vikeitihthlya for berries and firewood. I took on credit fr. the Fort an 8 MB Blanket and
2 MB of beads, also 2 gal esqui oil.

9/11/80 Vikeitihthlya brought 10 rabbits and 7 white fish for which he was paid.
9/1/82

I was a little better. Vikeitihthlya and son cut firewood at the door for me.

14/7/88

More Indians and esquimaux left. Evg Prayers daily with Indians, also school kept. Musquitoes
very numerous. Weather hot today. Very few fish being taken. Three inconnu and a white fish
brought by Vikkeitihthlya.

24/6/89 Equipped my hunter Edward Sittechinli. Bought seven moose skins from Lapierre’s House
Indians, also a few deer skins. A good many of the Indians took their departure for the
mountains. A few ascended Peel River. Furnished my fishermen George Sintenithyi and Henry
Vikkeitihthlya with nets : the former six the latter five. Paul working at mudding and laying a
platform.
17/6/90

Visits from indians and esquimaux. Vikkeitihthlya brought a few fish. Gave medicine to
esquimaux and others. Equipped Vikkeitihthlya for fishing ; 4 nets 1 before, twine for one net.
Gave him one pot tea and one lb tobacco. Windows of church being prepared since yesterday.
Finished translating Book of Deuteronomy. George Sintenilhyin sent by his son William 15
inconnus.

4/12/90 Walter Spooney came to the Fort. He is in camp at Nutteilei, Vikkeitihthlya’s fishing ground.
13/8/95 Mr. Hodgson set out on an excursion among the mountains. Vikeitihthlya brought 4 fresh fish.
Gave him a net on credit 7 MB also tob. 2 pl. tea 2 dis. 2 matches. Still poorly. Have a bad
cold. Was translating. George Sintenilhyin came with fish etc to the Fort. Mary Nitte came, also
Rose. Cloudy still this evening.
7
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MacDonald’s Journal Entries about Nataiinlaii
15/11/92 Only 5 in school. A few indians came from Nuttuilui to hunt deer tomorrow. Mr. Stringer is
preparing to accompany them. Sickness spreading among the indians : gave out medicines.
Visited the sick : some improving. Weather about the same as yesterday. Very little wind. Eliza
Hope made bed ticking for me.
15/5/93 Francis Sinttloutshi and family, A. Khutsuu [corr. Khutsuu] and wife, Spooney & wife left for
Nuttuilui. Fort people away hunting. Removing cases & kegs to the store from loft. A fine
warm day.
21/5/93

Lord’s Day. Morning and Evg Prayers in indian, preached on Acts II.21 and St John XIV.26.
Sunday School, 8 readg Tak : N.T. 4 rdg N.T. 19 in attendance. Evg Serv in english, preached
on Acts II.11. Francis came from Nuttuilui. Emma Spooney very ill, Rachel & Persis went to
her.

5/8/93

Was reading. Cold still troublesome. Hung out clothes today. Water in river rising. A few
women came from Nutteilli. Daily evg Prayers in Indian.

22/6/00 Taught Bible Class in Takudh. Syllabary Class was taught by Simon Tintsik. A fine day, bright
sunshine. A few families of Indians arrived this afternoon from Nuttuilui. Took a bag 4 x flour
from the Fort to be returned. At Evg Prayers I gave an address on the Lord’s Supper. A few of
the people around have caught a cold. This miners Fraser and Alick McLean went away this
morning early. The river has risen greatly since yesterday.
25/7/00 At ten this morning Mr. Whittaker with family embarked in boat to cross the mountains via Rat
River. Gave out some articles of clothing to Julia and the children. Rachel took her daughter
Oontsyoo home with her to Nuteilei.
11/7/01

Annie does not improve. Was letter writing. Very warm today. Indians came from Nutteilui,
men only. They have received secret information that the Esqx led by Kuglik meditate attacking
them with fire arms.

9/11/01

Visited the sick. Effie Thomson poorly Emma Smith as usual. Julia returned from Nuttuitlui
with another fox (red) and 7 loche. 20°- today. Daily Evg Prayers throughout this week. This
evg gave an address again at Holy Communion. 30 rabbits from Vukokya. Visited the sick.
Emma Smith and Effie Thomson. 14_- at 9 tonight. My daughter Effie’s birthday. Had in
honor of it a plum cake for supper. May her heart and mind be opened to truly receive Xt as her
saviour. Wood and ice hauled. Daily Evg Prayers conducted In Takudh. Opened a keg (rather a
case) of sugar.

Eight Miles as a Continuing Tradition
Nataiinlaii, which is most commonly referred to as Eight Miles nowadays, remains a very
important location for the Teetå'it Gwich'in. The village continued to grow in size throughout
the twentieth century, as Fort McPherson developed into a community. Cabins are now found on
both sides of the river, but the main concentration is located on the eastern shore, south of the
ferry crossing. The village includes several wooden cabins and fish houses that do not have
electricity or running water. The great majority of the people who reside at Eight Miles are
8
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elders who have lived on the land for the better part of their life. For many of them, it is now
difficult to travel up or down the river and stay out on the land on their own. Most do not have
boats or snowmobiles and in some cases, age or health problems also represent an important
obstacle. Eight Miles is a place where they can live out on the land and carry out many activities
associated with this lifestyle, while being at a safe distance from town. Their place at Eight
Miles is what they really consider ‘home’.
In recent years, younger people have also started to build camps at Eight Miles. The proximity
of the village to Fort McPherson allows those who are engaged in the wage economy to spend
some time out on the land despite their obligations. The village at Eight Miles is therefore a
vibrant example of an enduring tradition, which it contributes to maintain.
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A - Name of the Site
Enter at least one name for this site. If you know more than one name, please put it next to the
type of name that best describes it below.
Type of Name

Name

Information on use of name

Present name(s)

Eight Miles

Traditional name(s)

Nataiinlaii
(translates as ‘water
flowing out from all
directions’)

The area around the ferry crossing was
given this name because it is located eight
miles upriver from Fort McPherson.
This place name refers to a creek which
flows into the Peel River. The creek is
located about one kilometre upriver from
the ferry crossing. The general area around
the creek is commonly referred to as
Nataiinlaii.

Original name
Other historic
name(s)

Nataiinlaii

Official name

Nitainlaii

On official maps, the wayside park at Eight
Miles is referred to as ‘Nitainlaii Wayside
Park’. The park does not include the fishing
village and Nataiinlaii creek within its
boundaries.

Other names
Please include any information about
the name i.e. what language it is in,
the period when it was used…

B- Geographical Location of the Site.
Where is the site? Please describe its location in as clearly as you can.
(Draw a map, use words, or attach a map)
The site is located eight miles (13 km) upriver from Fort McPherson, on the east bank of the Peel
River. It includes the area located on the south side of Nataiinlaii creek, and the area to the
north, between the creek and the Peel River ferry crossing, where the main concentration of
cabins is found. There are also cabins located on the north side of the ferry. It is not clear at this
point if they should be included within the boundaries of the site.
Please refer to the map on page 11 to see the general area of the site.
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Nataiinlaii

Nataiinlaii creek

Map showing the location and the general area of the area nominated as a
NWT historic site at Nataiinlaii or Eight Miles
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Other types of information will also help to locate the site. If you can identify it using any of
the geographic description tools below, please do so.
Street address
Legal address
Latitude / Longitude

Other Method

N/A
N/A
Latitude is 67°19’59”N Longitude is 134°51’48”N
Datum: 1983
This is the location of the archaeological site MhTu-2
Latitude is 67°20’16”N Longitude is 134°52’15”N
Datum: 1983
This is the location of Ernest and Alice Vittrekwa’s camp near the
ferry crossing.
N/A

C- Description of the Site
Please clearly describe what the site looks like.
The site follows the edge of the riverbank and extends a few hundred meters inland. Part of the
site is located around Nataiinlaii creek (Figure 1). Mary and William Teya have a fish camp
located on the south side of Nataiinlaii creek (Figure 2). On the north side of the stream there is
a clearing (Figure 3). Different people lived in this area over the years but there is no camp there
at the present. This area is where Morrison recorded cabin foundations in the 1983 and
archaeological testing was carried in 2000 and 2002. The outline of a ninkahn was located there
in 1996. There is still a log warehouse standing east of the clearing (Figure 4). It belonged to
old Jarvis Mitchell, who built it in 1945 (Kritsch et al. 2000:TGPN#260).
North of the clearing is a hill which extends towards the north (Figure 3). The main
concentration of cabins is located on the other side of the hill (see Figure 5). The village starts at
the riverbank and extends a few hundred meters inland (Figure 7). Dirt roads provide access to
the camps. The buildings mostly include cabins and fish houses built with logs or planks (e.g.,
Figure 5). Woodpiles are found everywhere, as the village is not equipped with electricity.
Several people from Fort McPherson also have their boats moored along the shore. People
usually set nets in the Peel River during the summer and in the fall, under the ice (Figure 6).
Add further information to describe parts of the site (if appropriate).
N/A
What parts of the site must be preserved for it to keep its heritage value?
What is most important is that the village at Eight Miles continues to be used. This is so because
the main heritage value of this place is that it did and still does illustrates an important part of the
Teetå'it Gwich'in way of life.
In order for the village to retain its integrity the quality of the environment around the site must
be preserved, as people fish and snare rabbits in the area. The ferry crossing is located right
beside Eight Miles village, but the quality of the water and the health of the fish populations are
controlled so this has not been a problem so far.
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The general area of the fishing village must be also maintained, even though the architectural
components may change. This means that there should not be any development or other activity
in the area that could prevent people from staying at Eight Miles and/or conducting their daily
activities around there. Since the area is identified as a Gwich’in Heritage Conservation Zone in
the Gwich’in Land Use Plan (GLUP), there is a range of development activities that are not
permitted around Eight Miles. These include oil and gas exploration and development, mineral
exploration and development requiring a permit; sand, gravel and rock extraction, transportation,
waste disposal, communication, power development and commercial renewable resource
activities (GLUP 2003:39).
The stories associated with Nataiinlaii are a very important part of the Teetå'it Gwich'in oral
tradition. Some stories have already been recorded, but other or different versions of the stories
concerning the battles that took place between the Teetå'it Gwich'in and the Siglit at Nataiinlaii
could be recorded. More oral information could also be collected on the history of the fishing
village and the people who lived there throughout the years.
Finally, it would be important to map the cabins and do a good photographic survey of the
village at Eight Miles, in order to complement the oral information provided by the elders. Some
research could also be carried out in the PWNHC and the HBC archives to find historic
references and photographs about Nataiinlaii. This would contribute to documenting and
preserving the history of the place.
Please estimate (roughly) the size of the site
The site measures approximately two km in length and one km in width.
Please attach photos of the site if you can.
7

How many photos have you included?
When were they taken? (rough date)

1984, 1996, 2000 and 2002

Who took them?

Mélanie Fafard, Ingrid Kritsch,
GNWT Department of Transportation

Which of the following best describes the type of historic place you are nominating?
a
a ruin (archaeological remnant) ........................................................... __x__
b
a sacred site ......................................................................................… _____
c
a burial or grave site ............................................................................. __x__
Comment: Jacques Cinq-Mars recorded an early historic platform burial
near the ferry crossing in the early 1970s. It was apparently destroyed during
the construction of the Dempster Highway.

d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

a trail, river route, road route or pathway ............................................. _____
a site traditionally used for a specific purpose or activity...................... __x__
a cultural landscape ............................................................................. __x__
a special place in the natural landscape (intangible)................................ _____
a special feature in the natural landscape (tangible)................................ _____
a man-made feature in the natural landscape ......................................... __x__
a landscape that is part natural, part man-made ...................................... _____
a building .............................................................................................. _____
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l
m
n
o
p
q
r

a building and its property ..................................................................... _____
a structure (that is not a building) .......................................................... _____
a complex of buildings & structures (one property) ............................... __x__
a streetscape ......................................................................................... _____
a historic district (streets and properties with buildings or structures).... _____
a man-made landscape that includes many features ............................... _____
a place where early land occupation patterns can still be seen ................__x__

D Use and Condition of the Site
How is this site used today?
The village is still used as a fishing location by many Teetå'it Gwich'in, most of whom are
elders. They live at Eight Miles for a good part of the year, carrying out traditional activities
such as fishing (with net and jiggling), making dry fish and/or meat, snaring rabbits, and splitting
wood. Eight Miles is also the location of the ferry crossing at Peel River. The place is therefore
accessible to visitors. Finally, the creek area upriver from the village is also used in summer as a
fish camp location.
Is this site currently under threat? If so, please describe the threat.
The place is not currently under threat.
How would you describe the present condition of this place?
Condition

Yes/No

Comments

healthy

yes

The fact that the village is still used contributes to
maintain it and to preserve its history.

whole

yes

The village has not been disturbed significantly over the
years, even though the Dempster Highway was
constructed nearby in the late 1970s.

good
okay
poor
falling apart

no

Being destroyed

no

Who currently owns the site?
The Gwich’in Land Use Planning Board provided the following information about the ownership
situation around Nataiinlaii:
- The Gwich’in Tribal Council (GTC) owns surface rights for the area located on the south
side of Nataiinlaii creek (land parcel No. 27).
-

The area located immediately on the north side of the creek is also Gwich’in lands. GTC
owns surface rights in this area (land parcel No. 25).
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-

The area north of Parcel No.25 up to the ferry landing is Crown property.

-

The land at the ferry landing is managed by the GNWT. It is unclear at this point what
the extent of this area is.

Are they aware and supportive of this nomination?
Once the GSCI has clearly determined the boundaries of the area the Teetå'it Gwich'in wish to
nominate, it will work with GTC, GNWT and DIAND in order to identify the landowners who
should be informed about the project. Letters of support will be requested and forwarded to the
PWNHC as soon as possible.
Thank you for completing this nomination form.
Please tell us who you are, and where we can reach you.
name

Ingrid Kritsch, Research Director

organization

Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute

mailing address

Suite 202B, 4912-49 Street, Yellowknife, NT X1A 1P3

telephone

(867) 669-9743

fax

(867) 669-7733

e-mail

Ingrid_Kritsch@learnnet.nt.ca

Comment

The GSCI is applying for this designation on behalf of the Teetå'it
Gwich'in.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Answers to the following questions are not required to nominate a Territorial historic site.
However, it will help us to process your nomination more quickly if you can provide any of the
following information.
1) Do you have a personal attachment to this site? If so, please tell us about it.
The Teetå'it Gwich'in do have a strong attachment to Nataiinlaii. This place is closely
associated with the life of many of their ancestors and it allows them to walk in their footprints
and maintain their traditional way of life. For many of the elders, the fishing village is what they
consider their real home.
The Teetå'it Gwich'in also have a rich oral tradition that is associated with Nataiinlaii. The
stories of the battles that took place there between the Teetå'it Gwich'in and the Siglit are some
of the most celebrated among their people.
2) Can you provide information to precisely identify the boundaries of the site?
The exact boundaries of the site remain to be determined.
3) Has this site already been recognized as a historic place by another government or
agency? If so, by whom and as what type of site?
The Nitainlaii Territorial Park was established by the Government of the Northwest Territories in
1983. It contains a campground and a visitor information centre, which provides a glimpse of
Gwich’in culture. The village at Eight Miles is not included within the boundaries of the park.
The designation of the village as a NWT historic site would be a nice complement to the park
and could provide tourists with a more genuine experience of Gwich’in culture and traditions.
Nataiinlaii is designated as a Gwich’in Heritage Conservation Zone (H10) in the Gwich’in Land
Use Plan.
4) Is this site presently occupied by someone who is not the owner? Please name (if known).
The site is presently occupied by the Teetå'it Gwich'in. It is not clear at this point how much of
the site is located on Gwich’in lands.
Does the present occupant know the site has been nominated as a Territorial historic site?
Not all the people who have camps at Eight Miles know about this nomination. The site was
selected by a Teetå'it Gwich'in Community Steering Committee during a meeting held by the
GSCI in last December. The remainder of the community and the occupants of Eight Miles will
be informed about the nomination of the site through a notice that will be printed in the Teetå'it
Gwich'in monthly newsletter.
5) Has this site been maintained over the years by someone (who is not the owner or
occupant)? Please name person and contact information (if known).
Apparently, the Teetl’it Gwich’in Council has arranged with the man who is responsible for
transportation at the ferry crossing to do some maintenance work for the elders at Eight Miles
Village. This is how the water tanks that were installed at the village get refilled, garbage is
removed from the site and roads are maintained. For more information on this topic, please
16
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contact
William
Koe,
Community
Coordinator
Will_Koe@gov.tetlitzheh.ca or (867) 952-2205.

in

Fort

McPherson,

at

Does this caretaker know the site has been nominated as a Territorial historic site?
uncertain (yes / no / uncertain)
6) Do you know of a person, group or organization that has stories, papers or historic
photographs of the site? If so, please tell us who they are, and how we can contact them.
The GSCI and the Gwich’in Language Centre in Fort McPherson are two agencies that could
have more documentation about the site. They have a large bank of interviews and videos that
have been carried out with elders. Some additional information could also possibly be found in
the COPE files and the HBC and PWNHC archives.
7) Do you know where we can obtain additional information about the site?
(Please list the names of any books, articles, tapes, videos, or similar materials.)

Not beside the information contained in the references cited.
8) Have parts of this historic place been removed and relocated elsewhere. If so, what parts
are they and how can we find them?
Some archaeological testing was carried out on both sides of Nataiinlaii creek in 2000 and 2002.
Some artefacts and faunal remains were collected on the north side of the stream in 2000. This
material is now housed at the PWNHC. Morrison did not collect any material when he tested the
site in 1983.
9) Is this historic place a building or structure that has been moved to its present location
from an earlier site? If so, please tell us what you know about when it was moved and
where it came from.
N/A
10) Does your community support designation of this site?
yes (yes / no / uncertain)
The Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute is nominating this site for designation on behalf of the
Teetå'it Gwich'in. This site was selected by a Community Steering Committee composed of
elders and younger individuals from Fort McPherson. The GSCI will request a formal letter of
support from the Teetå'it Gwich'in Council and forward it to the PWNHC as soon as possible.
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Figure 1. Nataiinlaii creek. (Photo credit: M. Fafard, 2000)

Figure 2. William and Mary Teya’s camp on the south (right) side of
Nataiinlaii creek. (Photo credit: M. Fafard, 2002).
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Figure 3. The clearing and the hill on the north (left) side of Nataiinlaii
creek. (Photo credit: M. Fafard, 2002).

Figure 4. Eunice Mitchell and Walter Alexie standing in front of Jarvis
Mitchell's warehouse at Nataiinlaii (TGPN#260). Jarvis Mitchell was
Eunice's father-in-law. The warehouse was built ca. 1945. (Photo
credit: Ingrid Kritsch, GSCI, 1996).
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Figure 5. Ernest and Alice Vittrekwa’s fish camp at Eight Miles below
the hill. The river is on the east side of the camp. The hill behind stands
between the main concentration of cabins and Nataiinlaii creek. (Photo
credit: M. Fafard, 2002).

Figure 6. An elder checking his net at Eight Miles near the ferry crossing.
(Photo credit: M. Fafard, 2002).
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Figure 7. Aerial photo of the ferry crossing at Eight Miles. The circled area
shows the general area where the main concentration of cabins at the fishing
village is located. Nataiinlaii creek does not show on the photo. (Photo credit:
AMEC Earth & Environmental Limited. Department of Transportation GNWT, 1984).
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